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A Little About Me
PollEverywhere

Respond at
- PollEv.com/morristabush138
- Text MORRISTABUSH138 to 22333 once to join, then A, B, C, or D
Cloud

• What does cloud mean?
• On premise (non-cloud)
• A brief history
• There’s more than one way to cloud
Cloud and Security

Cloud Changes Everything

- Privacy policy
- Data segregation
- Security
- DIY
What Your Clients Will Demand of You (if They Haven’t Already!)

• Cybersecurity risk analysis
• Multi-factor authentication
• Data-at-rest/endpoint encryption
• BYOD policies
• Case study
Migration to the Cloud

• Vendor selection and questions to ask
• Step-by-step process
• How often do you reassess?

Common Cloud Myths

• Cloud will always work as well or better than on-premise
• SSAE-16 certification ensures security
• Daily backups are enough
• SSL and VPN mean everything is safe all the time
• I always own all of my cloud data, no matter what
Questions?
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